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digitizing identities doing identity in
Chris Reid, VP of identity solutions for NuData Security, discusses what it
will take to ensure secure digital payments while driving greater inclusion.
identity in an inclusive digital economy
In an interview, Caleb Callahan, VP of fraud at personal finance app Stash,
discusses the use of machine learning for digital-first identity verification.
how stash is tapping machine learning, behavioral biometrics for
robust, digital-first identity verification
Hello Soda is a global provider of identity verification and KYC solutions
headquartered in the UK with focus on the European and Asian markets.
Along with the company's deep expertise in eMoney and
acuant announces the acquisition of hello soda to strengthen its
trusted identity platform and global position in digital identity
AI systems that aggregate data from actual anonymized claims, bills and
other data could be trained to identify and update records, managing
identities persistently and in real time.
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how ai will enhance identity management in claims
Thomas Kruchem explores the possibilities and dangers of digital identities.
The presenter is Natalie Muller. Hundreds of millions of people across the
world don't have an identity card
world in progress: digital identity and the brave new world of data
Input Output Hong Kong (IOHK), the company building Cardano, says it's
partnering with blockchain-based mobile network World Mobile Group to
bring internet connectivity to people in Africa.
cardano unveils mobile internet partnership, aims to bring
connectivity and digital identity to 100,000 people in tanzania
From new digital services about how to manage identities securely as well.
The default approach of username and password is not enough when
everyone can be working on any device and from
finding the right approach – identity management in the pandemic
and beyond
FICO's identity proofing and digital banking survey shows identity theft is a
tangible threat for people in the Philippines –
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fico survey: 1 in 20 filipino consumers suspects their identity was
stolen, 1 in 15 knows it was
FICO's identity proofing and digital banking survey shows identity theft is a
tangible threat for people in Indonesia – 3 perc
fico survey: 1 in 11 indonesian consumers suspect their identity was
stolen, 1 in 33 knows it was
The most recent FICO survey on identity proofing and digital banking shows
that identity theft is a tangible threat for people in Thailand. Of the
respondents, 8.5 per cent said they know their
survey shows one in 11 thais suspect their identity was stolen, one in
12 know it was
FICO survey shows a growing acceptance of security measures as online
account opening surges KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia, April 26, 2021
/PRNewswire/ -- FICO's identity proofing and digital banking survey
fico survey: 1 in 8 malay consumers suspect their identity was stolen,
1 in 14 knows it was
ZealiD's can be used to sign legal and court documents, register to vote,
apply and prove identity to financial institutions and many other instances
where verifying who you are in the digital
zealid, a leader in secure digital identity, selects digiplex to host
critical infrastructure
Tax Planning Personal Finance Save for College Save for Retirement Invest
in Retirement Research Mutual Funds Stocks ETFs Bonds Best Investments
entrust acquires worldreach, adding leading solutions for digital
traveler and citizen identity experiences
Kuwait: Zain, the leading digital service provider in Kuwait, announced its
collaboration with the Public Authority for Civil Information (PACI) to
implement the use of the Kuwait Mobile ID app for
zain implements 'kuwait mobile id' app for digital identity
verification in branches
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FICO's identity proofing and digital banking It is all about safeguarding
their identities and finances." Digital Account Opening Accelerated by
COVID-19 It comes as no surprise to learn
fico survey: 1 in 10 uk consumers thinks their identity was stolen, 1
in 25 knows it was
Join Transform 2021 this July 12-16. Register fo r the AI event of the year.
The number of stolen digital identities available on the Genesis Market has
risen from 100,000 in April 2019 to over
netacea: stolen identity sales in criminal marketplace up 250% since
2019
The integration brings AU10TIX's four decades of identity verification
automation to Azure Active Directory, for managing identities wanting to
issue digital claims about identity attributes
au10tix joins forces with microsoft to create a more trustworthy
identity ecosystem in new era of remote and hybrid work
FICO survey shows a growing acceptance of security measures as online
account opening surges SYDNEY, April 27, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- FICO's
identity proofing and digital banking survey shows identity
fico survey: 1 in 11 australian consumers suspect their identity was
stolen, 1 in 10 knows it was
WorldReach acquisition places Entrust at the forefront of digital
transformation in travel and citizen identification services Entrust, a global
leader in trusted identity, payments and data
entrust acquires worldreach, adding leading solutions for digital
traveler and citizen identity experiences
FICO survey shows a growing acceptance of security measures as online
account opening surges LONDON, April 20, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -Highlights 4 percent of UK survey respondents know their
fico survey: 1 in 10 uk consumers thinks their identity was stolen, 1
in 25 knows it was
While Asia has been developing national digital IDs for some time now, the
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race has just picked up speed. Why are digital IDs so popular? They make
sure everyone has a way of verifying their identity

Today, the tender bricks of Americans’ digital identities sit in several
different agencies local governments to rapidly identify and support new
digital identity technologies. Doing so would

how national digital ids benefit both citizens and businesses
The draft digital identity framework published by the UK government
highlights the importance of learning from the private sector and existing
standards to accelerate deployment and citizen adoption.

digital identity is a national security issue
Q1 2021 Earnings Conference Call May 05, 2021, 17:00 ET Company
Participants David Banks - VP, IR Andre Durand - CEO & Director Raj Dani -

the practical steps needed to accelerate a uk digital identity
ecosystem
Digital identity is overdue for a reckoning. In recent years, it has become
one of the great political issues of our age. From the global threat of cyberattacks, to increased regulations, to

ping identity holding corp (ping) ceo andre durand on q1 2021
results - earnings call transcript
With open-source software, a small team can make something, and the rest
of the world can use it. The pandemic has shown the relevance of digital
public goods — but more funding for these systems is

what if we gave users control of their own digital identity?
Entrust, a leading provider of trusted identities, payments, and data
protection solutions will be participating in this year’s Gartner IAM
Americas S

opinion: the time is now for digital public goods
Genies avatar will function as a virtual portable identity that doesn’t
conform to the limitations of the physical world.

entrust presenting at gartner identity & access management summit
americas 2021
With more companies moving their services into the digital realm,
fraudsters are figuring out new ways to take advantage of the world of
conference calls and remote onboarding.
identity frauds that might pose a threat to your company in 2021
For many of us, our digital identities have come to be defined by passivity,
more than proactivity. In fact, very few of us would even consider that
handful of social media accounts – and a
the three golden rules of taking charge of your digital identity
Solution supports service providers' need to vet and verify the identities of
organizations communicating across voice and messaging channels in
support of FCC requirements Aegis Mobile + Numeracle
numeracle and aegis mobile to provide a comprehensive know your
customer vetting solution to verify identity for communications
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genies snags $65m to develop virtual portable identities
Migrating to the cloud exposes the pivotal role of identity in the smooth
operation of applications, and how it creates unique challenges, says Strata
Identity's Eric Olden.
payments id can get lost in the cloud
Thailand is reportedly preparing to mandate in-person, “dip-chip” AML
verifications before opening local bitcoin exchange accounts. The
government of Thailand will require local cryptocurrency
in-person id check to become mandatory for bitcoin exchange users
in thailand
While there’s no launch date yet, the People’s Bank of China is likely to be
the first major central bank to issue a digital version of its currency, the
yuan, seeking to keep up with -- and control
how china is closing in on its own digital currency: quicktake
The technology for digital identities is already here as in the case of the
technology, if we do the security right, the technology disappears. Identity
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professionals in the technology space
vaccine passports can ‘drive forced consensus, standardization’ of
digital identity schemes: wef summit
With the publication "Video identification with automated procedure" for
automated optical identity verification innovative technologies such as
digital identities accessible to the broad
idnow welcomes bundesnetzagentur decision and predicts turning
point for digital identity verification
Breaking into organizations by compromising credentials is one of the prime
ways threat actors can achieve their goals. A new industry organization
called the Identity Defined Security Alliance
first identity management day reminds firms of best practices
So, how do you identify yourself today? And in the near future, how many
identities will you deploy in the digital world? And what does it mean for
marketers when your identity fractures into
the future of hybrid identity
Nymbus partners with Middesk to help financial institutions onboard more
business customers while reducing compliance and risk as they grow.
nymbus partners with middesk to accelerate digital onboarding for
financial institutions
it provides tools to enterprise customers like HSBC to manage digital
identity verification. Some of the areas where it will be investing include
expanding its AI capabilities to do more anti
jumio raises $150m as its all-in-one id authentication platform
crosses 300m verified identities
However, some larger nationals, the United states included, do not comply
with this standard make it easier for citizens to use digital identities moving
forward. Rob is a Senior Technical

immutability of distributed ledgers, do not augur well the secure sharing of
identities using the blockchain. Examples of
enterprise blockchain trends: digital identity management
Do today's youth have more opportunities than their parents? As they build
their own social and digital networks, does that offer new routes to learning
the class: living and learning in the digital age
The Government Digital Service (GDS) is looking to recruit a director for its
sign-on and identity assurance programme “You need a passion for doing
the right thing, as well as a history
gds seeks director for identity assurance programme
Mastercard certainly sees the rapid digital old ways of doing business, even
when we get past the pandemic. With Ekata, the company gets a solution
that can verify the online identity of
mastercard is acquiring identity verification company ekata for
$850m
A digital identity framework is the answer to the US government's
cybersecurity dilemma. While data breaches and ransomware attacks kept
the cybersecurity industry preoccupied last year, the scope
how the biden administration can make digital identity a reality
“We are delighted to collaborate with Microsoft in defining the future of
digital identity and to be part Jumio has verified more than 300 million
identities issued by over 200 countries
jumio collaborates with microsoft to deliver on its vision of
decentralized digital identity
These footprints create another identity line between the digital self and the
information set stored in an abstract space that is a part of their experience
or memories. Identities online

knowing me, knowing eu – the uk’s post-brexit identity
The relatively low transaction speeds of many blockchains, as well as the
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